In situ small-angle x-ray scattering study of nanostructure evolution during decomposition of arc evaporated TiAlN coatings
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Small-angle x-ray scattering was used to study in situ decomposition of an arc evaporated TiAlN coating into cubic-TiN and cubic-AlN particles at elevated temperature. At the early stages of decomposition particles with ellipsoidal shape form, which grow and change shape to spherical particles at higher temperatures. The spherical particles grow at a rate of 0.18 Å/°C while coalescing. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.3078283]

Studies on arc evaporated Ti$_{1-x}$Al$_x$N coatings have shown that at elevated temperatures the high compressive stress in the coating relaxes, and this is accompanied by decomposition of the metastable matrix into equilibrium c-TiN (cubic) and h-AlN (hexagonal) phases above 900 °C.1 The decomposition process has been seen to occur via two stages involving the formation of metastable and coherent c-AlN and c-TiN nanoparticles,2 most probably via spinodal decomposition3 since ab initio calculations confirm a miscibility gap.4 There is a concurrent macroscopic increase in coating hardness and tool life, which is attributed to coherence between the small precipitates and the matrix, and as such this appears to be a rarely seen precipitation-hardening ceramic material.5,6

While no theoretical models have been developed to describe microstructural evolution in such a ternary system, Seol et al.7 used a three-dimensional phase field approach to solve the Cahn–Hilliard diffusion equation for a solid solution of a binary alloy undergoing spinodal decomposition. Their simulated microstructures show, in early stages, the formation of flattened particles that evolve into a network. The structure evolution was found to depend on several factors including composition and coherency strain. Here we illustrate how in situ small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) can be used to follow the decomposition kinetics of arc evaporated Ti$_{1-x}$Al$_x$N coatings including the size, shape, and growth rate of nanoscale precipitates.

Ti$_{1-x}$Al$_x$N arc evaporated coatings with the composition x=0.50±0.02 (determined by elastic recoil analysis) were deposited from Ti$_{1-x}$Al$_x$ alloy targets in a commercial deposition chamber using a N$_2$ reactive atmosphere and a negative bias potential of −20 V. The deposition was performed at ~200 °C on WC–Co substrates [Seco Tools “HX,” chemical composition (wt %) WC 93.5–Co 6–(Ta,Nb)C 0.5] of size 13 × 13 × 4 mm$^3$ and hardness 1635 HV10. The substrates were mounted on a rotating drum, facing the two cathodes which were separated by 180°, which results to periodic deposition as the substrates rotate in and out of the two plasma. The 8 μm thick coatings are dense and undergo columnar growth that results in an isotropic microstructure within the film plane. More details on the coating microstructure can be found in Ref. 1.

Analysis was performed using high energy synchrotron x-rays (E=80.72 keV) at beamline 1-ID at the Advanced Photon Source (APS), Illinois, USA. The beam was vertically focused using refractive lenses to ~1.5 μm (full width half maximum) while the horizontal size was defined to 100 μm using slits. An ion chamber in front of the furnace was used to measure incident beam intensity, and a conical attenuator was placed in front of the beam stop to reduce the intensity near the direct beam and thus improve the dynamic range of the recorded SAXS signal. The samples were sectioned to a 1 mm thick slice, mounted to a tungsten specimen holder to ensure even heating, and placed in a vacuum furnace with borosilicate glass furnace windows in the x-ray flight path. The furnace was held under a vacuum below 5 × 10$^{-3}$ torr for the duration of the experiment. The samples were heated at a constant rate of 5 °C/min to a maximum temperature of 1150 °C. A 2048×2048 area detector (GE Angio) with 200×200 μm$^2$ pixels was placed 2250 mm downstream from the sample. Each detector exposure consisted of ten summed 1 s snap shots, which were corrected for detector dark-field current. Exposures could be taken every 13 s, corresponding to steps of ~1 °C during heating. An alumina powder was used to calibrate the detector distance and tilt angles.

Selected two dimensional (2D) SAXS patterns are shown as a function of temperature in Fig. 1. The patterns are anisotropic up to ~1000 °C with increased intensity along the in plane (IP) and growth directions (GD). Horizontal streaks (marked as RS in Fig. 1) spaced along GD are present at all temperatures. These reflectivity streaks (RSs) are attributed to a layering inherited from the deposition geometry during coating synthesis, as noted above. From the obtained data and a procedure described elsewhere8 the layer thickness was calculated to be 40 nm, which is consistent with the expected film growth per revolution during deposition. From 849 to 953 °C typical scatter from a population of particles is seen. The theoretical scattering density differences (Δρ$^2$) for c-AlN and c-TiN relative to a Ti$_{0.5}$Al$_{0.3}$N matrix are similar (12 and 27×10$^{20}$ cm$^{-4}$, respectively).
tron microscopy observations of samples annealed for 2 h at shaped particles, which is consistent with transmission electron microscopy observations of samples annealed for 2 h at 900 °C. This coincides with broadening of the RSs along GD, which indicates a loss in the layer ordering via diffusion at elevated temperatures, attributed to both phase decomposition and more general annealing processes. The internal stress was determined by following a procedure described elsewhere using the elastic constants of TiN (Ref. 11) and the TiAlN 200-Debye ring. The compressive stress was $-3.1 \pm 0.03$, $-2.6 \pm 0.03$, $-2.8 \pm 0.03$, $-3.0 \pm 0.02$, $-3.1 \pm 0.02$, $-3.4 \pm 0.03$, and $-4.1 \pm 0.04$ GPa at room temperatures of 803, 849, 899, 929, 953, and 997 °C, respectively. This shows that the film retains its compressive residual stress state from deposition until precipitation commences, which further enhances the compressive stress state in the film.

For quantitative data analysis the 2D raw data images were transformed into intensity versus $q$ (reciprocal length) graphs by averaging the data along segments of circles centered on the incident beam. The data conversion procedure is detailed elsewhere and includes for each 2D image background subtraction and normalization before sector averaging. The averaging was performed in 2° wide sectors centered on the IP and GD directions. Due to the data being anisotropic and nondilute (>10%), the well-established but approximate two-population unified fit model was used for analysis with the radius of gyration ($R_g$) and average particle spacing ($\eta$) being the key results here. $R_g$ is converted to a corresponding radius ($R$) of spherical particles ($R=1.29 R_g$). While the spherical particle approximation is not strictly correct for all temperatures studied, see below, it is used in order to calculate consistent values as a function of orientation, which can in turn be compared with other measurements. Since particle anisotropy is relatively mild the effect of this approximation is deemed small. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the particle size with temperature for both the IP ($R_{IP}$) and GD ($R_{GD}$) directions. The limit for quantitative determination of the average particle radius is 867 °C. Below this temperature the scattering is too weak to be modeled due to a dilute particle concentration and small scattering density difference between particles and matrix. At 867 °C $R_{IP} = R_{GD} = 12$ Å, and these grow equally with temperature up to 890 °C. In between 899 and 953 °C the growth becomes direction dependent with a maximum aspect ratio of $R_{GD}/R_{IP}=0.8$. Growth of slightly flattened particles in the early stages of decomposition is in accord with the simulated particle evolution in a thin film with a compressive residual stress and particles precipitating at internal compositional interfaces, which is the case here. Above 950 °C the radii are again equal, consistent with ex situ scanning transmission electron microscopy observations of spherical particles.
ticles after being subjected to these temperatures. The return to spherical particles occurs at the same temperatures as the breakdown of the internal layering, suggesting that the layering affects the particle shape more than the internal stress. Above 970 °C quantitative analysis of the particles shape along GD is impossible due to the broad RSs interfering with the scattered intensity from the particles. The average particle growth rate along IP is nearly constant at $0.18 \text{Å/°C}$, which is consistent with a diffusion limited growth in a system with high activation energies for decomposition (2.9–3.4 eV). The exponential evolution of orientation-averaged particle spacing in Fig. 2 suggests that coalescence of particles occurs continuously through the decomposition.

In conclusion, the evolving nanostructure in the decomposing Ti$_{0.5}$Al$_{0.5}$N can be characterized in situ using high energy SAXS. In the early stages, the 12 Å sized particles are spherical and then grow slightly faster in the IP direction. Particle coalescence occurs over the entire temperature regime studied.
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